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Chin’s a solid winner in Rancho Bernardo and North County
Folks in Rancho Bernardo can rest
assured this Chin’s location is here to stay
for the long run. It’s as solid an enterprise as
all the other Chin’s (Encinitas, Oceanside,
Vista and Miramar), which are all original
locations each equally embedded in our
culinary landscape here.
The reason is simple – it’s the marvelous
food that is nirvana for your palate because
of the vibrant and pungent flavor profiles
of many of their dishes. Chin’s captured
the essence of Szechuan
cooking and was one of
the first Chinese restaurants in the county to
depart from the more
bland Cantonese food
when they first opened
several decades ago.
Credit goes to owners
Ting Tsai and Ivan Tsui
for having the vision to
bring this kind of cooking Ivan and Ting
to the forefront and they
are still at it, in fact over the next few months
look for some exciting new menu additions.
It’s the use of strong spices and herbs
that sets Szechuan food apart, yes there are
many dishes with various degrees of ‘heat’
but don’t be alarmed if you are not into
spicy. There are plenty of mild dishes as
well, and you can request from very mild to
very hot on each and every dish.
All restaurants are beautifully designed
inside and are ideal spots for a relaxing,
romantic Chinese dinner; so, consider
Chin’s for your Valentine’s dinner on
Monday. They are also running a special
30 percent-off coupon in this section today,
which is good every day except Valentine’s.
(This is a significant savings, so enjoy.) All
locations have beer and wine, and the R.B.,
Encinitas and Miramar locations also offer
full cocktail service. I am always astounded
by the number of items on the menu – well
over 100! They serve lunch and dinner and
also offer party trays and local delivery
(within 3 miles).
Here we will look at the dinner menu.
Appetizers are off-the-charts here. Try the
likes of crispy curry beef dumplings, salt

and pepper chicken wings, pot stickers,
barbecued spare ribs, or, best yet, the pu-pu
platter for two. During the chilly winter
nights there’s nothing like a bowl of hot
soup and at Chin’s they offer up the popular
hot and sour, hot and sour seafood soup,
sizzling rice soup, and their marvelous
“Imperial” soup (with a mix of shrimp,
chicken, crab meat, and water chestnuts
in a light egg flower broth). For your main
entrée I suggest you first turn your attention
to the list of “Traditional
House Specialties.” This
is where you’ll likely find
you a meal to remember.
Among those is “Nude
Party” (a pound of jumbo
shrimp sautéed in chef’s
spicy sauce and served in
a molded noodle bird’s
nest). Other amazing
flavors can be found
in the “Sesame Triple
Delight” (shrimp, beef
and chicken lightly battered and stir fried in
superb spicy honey sauce); “Lin Ko Steak”
(tender sliced steak sautéed with onions
in a dark pepper steak sauce); “Pao Hu”
(hot burned pork with crushed peanuts in
spicy sauce); “Kung Pao Three Flavors;”
“Tangerine Crispy Beef;” “Plum Tree
Beef;” “Sizzling Beef with Scallops;” or the
“Surprise Lettuce Delight” (minced chicken
and shrimp with mushrooms and water
chestnuts served with lettuce leaves, so you
can make tasty light and healthy wraps).
The menu continues with categories of
dishes including seafood (try the hot braised
scallops): shrimp dishes like sweet and sour
or cashew shrimp; poultry entrees include
crispy duck and almond chicken; pork items
like moo shi pork; a number of beef entrees;
and wonderful vegetarian choices including
some made with bean curd. Noodle, chow
mein, chop suey and fried rice creations are
also listed. And their gourmet dinners are
also a good way to go. They are priced from
$15.95 to $19.95 per person (the more the
merrier).
For address and phone number info,
check their ad in this section today.
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